
Confidence to stay invested

Trump Presidency and 
Sanlam Managed Risk

In a repeat of Brexit and contrary to all predictions on the day of 
the election, Americans surprisingly voted in Donald Trump as 
the 45th President of the United States.

As the votes started coming in and it became more and more 
clear that Trump might win, global markets started to fall 
strongly. At one point the S&P 500 and Dow Jones futures were 
each down about 5 percent.  But as Trump took the podium 
and gave his victory speech, he used the moment to try and 
unite the country saying he will be a president for all Americans. 
He also praised Hillary Clinton for the hard fought battle. His 
presidential tone and positive comments seemed to calm 
markets and by the time markets opened in the morning, S&P 
opened down only 0.4% and has subsequently turned positive 
as I write this article. 

Economically, many of the policies Trump talked about on 
the campaign trail: cutting commercial and personal taxes 
significantly, having Mexico pay for a wall on the border, 
bringing manufacturing jobs back to the US and imposing 
heavy tariffs on Chinese imports, will require time and political 
will to enact. 

Republicans were able to keep control of the House and Senate, 
which potentially makes Trump’s vision more attainable, but 
if there is one thing the campaign highlighted, it is that the 
country is divided, even within the Republican party.  Next step 
for Trump involves building his transition team and cabinet.

Sanlam Managed Risk

The Sanlam Managed Risk (SMR) strategy is based on a 
systematic solution that does not predict or take discretionary 
views into account. The fact that there was a US election or 
who might win, did not mean that protection was increased 
or decreased. Rather, Milliman’s mathematical based risk 
management solution looks at factors such as capital protection 
and target volatility to decide the funds’ net equity exposure to 
the market on a daily basis. SMR’s aim is to deliver long-term 
equity returns over a market cycle with materially less volatility 
and reduced drawdowns.

Leading up to the election, the S&P 500 from October 24th 
until Friday November 4th, declined over 3%.  In most cases this 
led to a decrease in market exposure in the SMR solutions with 
exposure to the US markets.

Its unclear where markets go from here, but when there is 
change, there is uncertainty. When there is uncertainty there is 
market volatility. Clients can be sure that SMR will dynamically 
adjust as volatility changes.

Trump’s election, policies and market effects will play out over 
time, no matter how markets react, equity risk management 
techniques such as SMR are designed to give clients the 
confidence to stay invested for the long term.
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Article

This article represents an assessment of the market environment at a specific point in time and is not intended to be relied upon as a forecast, 
research or investment advice, and is not a recommendation, offer or solicitation to buy or sell any securities or to adopt any investment strategy. 
Certain sections of this article may contain forward-looking statements that are based on our reasonable expectations, estimates, projections, and 
assumptions. Forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance and involve certain risks and uncertainties, which are difficult to 
predict. Past performance is not indicative of future results.  

All information and opinions contained herein are derived from proprietary and nonproprietary sources believed to be accurate and reliable. However, 
such information is presented “as is” without warranty of any kind, and we make no representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy, 
timeliness, or completeness of any such information or with regard to the results to be obtained from its use, and we do not undertake to advise you 
of any changes in the views expressed herein. While we have attempted to make the information current at the time of its release, it may be or become 
outdated, stale or otherwise subject to a variety of legal qualifications as conditions change. No representation is made that we will or are likely to 
achieve results comparable to those shown if results are shown. Reliance upon information in this material is at the sole discretion of the reader. Past 
performance is no guarantee of future results.

Investing involves risk. There is no assurance or guarantee of principal or performance.  Investors may lose money, including loss of principal. 
This document is intended for financial advisors only.
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